How Do Substrates Bind to a Bifunctional Thiourea Catalyst? A Vibrational CD Study on Carboxylic Acid Binding.
Knowledge about the active conformation of an asymmetric catalyst is highly valuable in order to understand its stereoinductive power, but spectroscopic access to these structures is often limited. For the example of Takemoto's bifunctional thiourea, we demonstrate the capability of VCD spectroscopy to characterize the conformational preferences of the catalyst with and without having a reactant bound to it. In particular we show that the binding orientation of carboxylic acids can easily be derived from a computationally guided analysis of the spectra. Moreover, we identify characteristic marker bands, which are only visible in the VCD spectra of the catalyst/acid mixtures but not in the corresponding IR spectra. Lastly, we also discuss the problem that the popular DFT functional M06-2X, which we found to perform exceptionally well in the calculations of vibrational frequencies for fluorinated molecules, predicts incorrect structures of the molecular clusters. We relate this poor performance in predicting the structure of the binding topologies to an overestimation of dispersive CH-π and π-π interactions, which occur due to a neglect of the solvent molecules in the clusters. VCD spectroscopy is thus shown to be a powerful tool to identify and subsequently correct such mispredictions of solution-phase structures.